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Abstract
This paper discusses the use of Java 3D in the visualisation of cancerous growths. Tumour shape is related to its
type and the body space. The simulation of tumour growth using 3D geometry requires significant consideration
due to computation and display speed limitations. Using simple geometry to simulate tumour growth is one means
to reduce the processing requirements and increase display speed. Recursive functions provide a useful mechanism
for the generation of simple geometry under the guise of sphere, linear, plane and random type, while also allowing
for growth.
Categories and Subject Descriptors (according to ACM CCS): I.3.5 [Computer Graphics]: Computational Geometry
and Object Modeling I.3.5 [Computational Geometry and Object Modeling]:

1. Introduction
Cancer is a class of diseases or disorders characterized by
uncontrolled division of cells, and the ability of these cells
to invade other tissues, either by direct growth into adjacent
tissue through invasion or by implantation into distant sites
by metastasis. Metastasis is defined as the stage in which
cancer cells are transported through the bloodstream or lymphatic system. Cancer may affect people at all ages, but risk
tends to increase with age. It is one of the leading causes of
death in developed countries [Coo93].
Cancerous cells grow according to simple laws, which in
principle can be derived from energy conservation and scaling arguments. This is critically dependent on the relation
between the metabolic rate B of energy flow and the organism mass m. This relation is generally recognized to be of
the form B(m) = mp . The specific value of the exponent p
is the object of an ongoing debate, with many mechanisms
being postulated to support different predictions [DGD∗ 03].
Many human diseases (including solid tumours) are
driven by persistently up-regulated angiogenesis [Car03].
In some non-malignant processes [Woo98], angiogenesis is
prolonged but still self-limited; however, this is not true of
tumour angiogenesis which, once begun, continues indefinitely until the entire tumour is eradicated or the host dies
[GRC∗ 05].
In this study tumour, types are considered in terms of their
geometrical shape. The majority of tumours are based on
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spherical geometry and grow on all sides. This gain will be
limited by bones, tissues, body space and the type of cancer tumour. Voxels are used to describe the individual cancer
cell position in 3D space while recursive functions control
the size of the tumour (or growth). For achieving unregulated
geometry shape random parameters for cell size and the distance between cells are used. Cells are simply described as
spheres. The parameters and the generation steps are relative
to the computational requirement.
2. Recent Cancer Visualisations
Modelling the complex development and growth of tumour
angiogenesis using mathematics and biological data is a
rapidly increasing area of cancer research. Architectural
complexity is the main feature of every anatomical system,
including organs, tissues, cells and sub-cellular entities. The
vascular system is a complex network whose geometrical
characteristics cannot be properly defined using the principles of Euclidean geometry. However, fractal geometry is a
more powerful means of quantifying the spatial complexity
of real objects [Car03].
In recent years there has been a great deal of interest
concerning three catch-phrases: nonlinear dynamics, chaos,
and complexity. This interest has led to a large number of
popular-science articles relating to the visualization of cells,
many of these feature very high end graphical simulations
[Wil97].
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Technologies such as ultrasound are being used to evaluate tumours in 3D [HGGS99]. 3D microscopy imaging to
display 3D biological tissue architecture during carcinogenesis [aJCR95]. Models and Simulations are being widely
used, for example Mathematical models have been used
to describe ontogenetic growth [WBE02]. Two-dimensional
modelling has been used in the area of tumour growth and
morphology [AMWd03], while simulations have been used
in the area of benign avascular tumour growth [SB99].

the tumour. It also features controls for the modification of
cell size and the distance between cells. The Display Panel
(B), facilitates camera positioning and animation parameters
such as speed and axis of rotation. The Appearance Panel
(C), provides the user with the ability to texture map the surface of each cell, control the background colour and general
scene illumination.

Recent studies of cancer visualisations focus on fractal
geometry. The irregular shapes, can be used to describe the
pathological architecture of tumours and for yielding insights into the mechanisms of tumour growth and angiogenesis that complement those obtained by modern molecular
methods [BJ00]. Until now the emphases of fractal based
cancer research was to determine cancer cell growth patterns
at cell level but not the geometrical shape of tumour itself.
3. The 3D Visualisation Application
The 3D visualization system is a Java based application that
uses the Swing package for User Interface design and the
Java3D package for rendering the 3D scene. There are three
distinct sections to the interface (Figure 1). The main display
window (1), which displays the 3D tumour rendering. It provides zoom and rotational, user interaction modalities. The
Control Panel (2) situated to the right of the main visualisation window, allows for the modification of input parameters
to the visualisation engine. It contains a group of tabs for various controlling functions. The tool bar (3), features options
to quickly change settings such as camera views, animation,
saving of images to disk, and so forth.

Figure 2: Control Panel Group

4. Visualisation in 3D
The visualisation engine provides for four differing methods of scene generation: Sphere, Linear, Plain and Random.
The Sphere mode allows tumour growth to extend out from
a central mass in a spherical fashion. Linear growth extends
the tumour mass in one direction only. The Plane type allows
for growth across an axial plain. Random tumour growth
produces a mass that extends from the nodal point in an irregular pattern.
A rendering class specifies all the nuances of how a tumour may be described, details include type, age, cell details and so on. Each type of tumour visualisation has its
own generation procedures and includes recursive method
calls to generate new cells.

4.1. Sphere
Figure 1: Interface of application
The control panel features a TabbedPane that provides
three specific features to control the image generation
process. These Panels comprise of the Generation Panel,
Display Panel and the Appearance Panel (Figure 2). The
Generation Panel (A), controls the mathematical model of
tumour growth. It affects the size and geometrical shape of

Two of the most notable parameters that influence the behaviour of the recursive methods ability to generate new cells
are: sphere radius(R) and the step (level).
Within a 3D coordinate system, the initial construct is a
sphere, the central point of the sphere is mapped to the origin
of 3D space (0, 0, 0) , the radius is R. Therefore there are 6
directional vectors (Figure 3) by which the tumour can grow
outward from the central point.
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public void processDivid(int level, Vector3d v1,
Vector3d v2){
if (level<=0) return;
Vector3d vc=getCenterVector(v1,v2);
rootBG.addChild(
new Cell(appc,vc,getRRnum()));
//get center voxel
processDivid(level-1,v1,vc);
// recursion
processDivid(level-1,v2,vc);
// recursion
}

Listing 1: Recursive
neighbouring Voxels

Figure 3: Directional Vectors of 3D Space

Tumour growth is determined by the inclusion of additional cancerous cells. Given any two neighbouring voxels
(v1 , v2 ) a new central voxel can be added(v3 ) (Figure 4).
With the inclusion of the new voxel (v3 ), examination of
the relation between it and its outlying neighbours, voxels
(v1 , v2 ) will allow for the addition of another two voxels
(v4 , v5 ). This operation is carried out recursively until the desired level of detail is reached (Listing 1). Equation 1 shows
how a central voxel (Vc ) may be determined given two initial
voxels.

(x2 + x22 )/2,
q 1
yc = (y21 + y22 )/2,
q
zc = (z21 + z22 )/2

Insertion

between

two

Insertion of additional voxels between three neighbouring
voxels (v1 , v2 , v3 ) requires the insertion of a central voxel
(v4 ) (Equation 2). Between this new voxel (v4 ) and the three
initial voxels (v1 , v2 , v3 ) insert voxels (v5 , v6 , v7 ). For two
of the new voxels (v5 , v6 , v7 ) and one of the original voxels (v1 , v2 , v3 ) carry out the same operations as for voxels
(v1 , v2 , v3 ). The recursion parameter (level) (Listing 2) is the
step of the insert processing (Figure 5).
public void processDivide(int level, Vector3d v1,
Vector3d v2,Vector3d v3){
if (level<=0) return;
Vector3d vc=getCenterVector(v1,v2,v3);
rootBG.addChild(new Cell(appc,vc,getRRnum()));
// and center cell into three voxels
Vector3d newvc1=getCenterVector(v1,v2,vc);
rootBG.addChild(new Cell(appc,newvc1,getRRnum()));
Vector3d newvc2=getCenterVector(v1,v3,vc);
rootBG.addChild(new Cell(appc,newvc2,getRRnum()));
Vector3d newvc3=getCenterVector(v2,v3,vc);
rootBG.addChild(new Cell(appc,newvc3,getRRnum()));
// get three new cells
processDivide(level-1,v1,newvc1,newvc2);
processDivide(level-1,v2,newvc3,newvc1);
processDivide(level-1,v3,newvc2,newvc3);

V1 (x1 , y1 , z1 ),V2q
(x2 , y2 , z2 ),Vc (xc , yc , zc )
xc =

Cell

}

(1)
Listing 2: Recursive Cell Insertion between three
neighbouring Voxels

Figure 4: Cell Insertion between two neighbouring Voxels
Figure 5: Cell Insertion between three neighboring Voxels
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V1 (x1 , y1 , z1 ),V2 (x2 ,q
y2 , z2 ),V3 (x3 , y3 , z3 ),Vc (xc , yc , zc )

V1 (x1 , y1 , z1 ),V2 (x2 , y2q
, z2 ),V3 (x3 , y3 , z3 ),Vc (xc , yc , zc )

(x2 + x22 + x32 )/3,
q 1
yc = (y21 + y22 + y23 )/3,
q
zc = (z21 + z22 + z23 )/3

xc =

x2 + x22 + x32 ,
q 1
yc = y21 + y22 + y23 ,
q
zc = z21 + z22 + z23

xc =

(2)

(4)

Figure 6: Example of sphere geometry
Figure 7: Example of linear geometry
An example of the spherical geometry shape (Figure 6)
gives an example of the output produced from the algorithms
above. In this case the step of the processing is two. It shows
spherical geometry with uniform cell size (left) and random
cell size (right).

An example of the linear geometry shape (Figure 7), the
step of the processing is 5. Uniform cell size may be seen on
the left and random cell size on the right of the figure.

4.2. Linear
The mathematic model of linear cancer growth is similar to the previous spherical example. The only difference being, the method used to calculate the central voxels. the calculation for the center of two voxels is given
by Equation 3, whilst Equation 4 shows how one may
determine the central point for three voxels. The recursive method requires the branching off in three directions
(V1 ,V2 ,Vc ),(V1 ,V3 ,Vc ),(V2 ,V3 ,Vc ) (Listing 3).
public void processDirection(int level,
Vector3d v1,Vector3d v2,Vector3d v3){
if (level<=0) return;
Vector3d vc=getCenterVector2(v1,v2,v3);
rootBG.addChild(new Cell(appc,vc,getRRnum()));
// add new cell into three neighboring voxels
processDirection(level-1,v_1,v_2,vc);
processDirection(level-1,v_1,v_3,vc);
processDirection(level-1,v_2,v_3,vc);
}

4.3. Plane
The plane geometry shape is a 2D matrix that is calculated
by a recursive function within the 2D coordinate system. The
initial starting point for the central sphere is mapped to the
origin (0, 0). Starting with the original voxel two new voxels
are added (Figure 8). For every new voxel one adds a new
voxel in same direction (Figure 9).

Listing 3: Linear Cell Insertion

V1 (x1 , y1 , z1 ),V2 (xq
2 , y2 , z2 ),Vc (xc , yc , zc )
x2 + x22 ,
q 1
yc = y21 + y22 ,
q
zc = z21 + z22

xc =

(3)
Figure 8: Addition of two voxels about a central node
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There are two methods to generate the voxel matrix. One
method is to add and new voxels in a single direction, the
second adds voxels in two directions (Listing 4).
Figure 11 shows the result of applying the Linear technique to the problem. One can see the generated plane geometry with both uniform (left) and random (right) cell size.
The step of the recursive processing is two.

Figure 9: Addition of peripheral Voxels

For every voxel in vertical direction the same computation
is carried out (Figure 10). The width and height of the matrix
is the product of the recursion steps and the distance between
voxels.
public void processPlane(int level, Vector3d v1,
Point3i p3i){
if (level<=0) return;
rootBG.addChild(
new Cell(appc,getNextVector(v1,p3i),getRRnum()));
// get new cells
processPlane(level-1,getNextVector(v1,p3i),p3i);
}
public void processPlane(int level,Vector3d v1,
Point3i p3i,Point3i p3iL, Point3i p3iR){
if (level<=0) return;
rootBG.addChild(
new Cell(appc,getNextVector(v1,p3i),getRRnum()));
// get new cells
processPlane(level-1,getNextVector(v1,p3i),
p3i,p3iL,p3iR);
// recursion
rootBG.addChild(
new Cell(appc,getNextVector(v1,p3iL),getRRnum()));
// get new cells
processPlane(level-1,getNextVector(v1,p3iL),p3iL);
rootBG.addChild(
new Cell(appc,getNextVector(v1,p3iR),getRRnum()));
// get new cells
processPlane(level-1,getNextVector(v1,p3iR),p3iR);
}

Figure 11: Example of plane geometry

4.4. Random
In 3D space, starting with the origin (0, 0, 0) , new voxels
gain in all sides randomly (Listing 5). An example of the
random geometry shape (Figure 12), shows random geometry for both uniform and random cell size. The step of the
processing is five.

Listing 4: Recursive Cell insertion on a Plane

Figure 12: Example of random geometry

public void processRandom(int level,Vector3d v1,
Point3i p3ia){
if (level<=0) return;
rootBG.addChild(
new Cell(appc,getNextVector(v1,p3ia),getRRnum()));
// get new cells
processRandom(level-1,
getNextVector(v1,p3ia),p3i[(int)(Math.random()*14)]);
}

Listing 5: Recursive method for random Cell insertion
Figure 10: Voxel Addition across two axis
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5. Conclusion
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